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In most of particle dark matter (DM) models, the DM candidate injects sizable fluxes of high-
energy electrons and positrons through its annihilations or decays. Emitted in regions with mag-
netic field, they in turn give raise to a synchrotron radiation, which typically covers radio and
infrared bands. We discuss the possibility of detecting signatures of Galactic and extra-galactic
DM in the total intensity and small-scale anisotropies of the radio background.
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1. Introduction
From the title of my talk, one may wonder how it can be possible to infer something com-
pletely unknown, as non-gravitational signals of dark matter (DM), by means of something quite
well-known, as radio-astronomy. Discovery of new physics normally goes through designing new
experiments. Here the idea is very simple, namely, that the technique of radio observations is
potentially very promising in the quest for particle DM, but requires improved flux and angular
sensitivities with respect to current capabilities. The development of ASKAP, EVLA, MeerKAT,
and, in particular, SKA makes the near future promisingly bright in this respect. Those new ra-
dio telescopes will certainly discover signals of previously unknown physical mechanisms, and we
discuss the possibility that an emission induced by particle DM will be among them.
Weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs) are the most investigated class of DM candi-
dates in the literature (for a review, see, e.g., [1]). One of the routes to test the hypothesis of WIMP
DM stems from the the bases of the framework themselves. Indeed, given the weak interaction,
there is a ("weak" but finite) probability that WIMPs in DM halos annihilate in pairs or decay into
detectable species. In particular, and with the exception of WIMP models annihilating/decaying
into neutrinos only, a sizable branching ratio of annihilation/decay into electrons and positrons is
a general feature of WIMP models (see, e.g., Fig. 4 in [2]). Interactions of high-energy e+/e−
with the interstellar magnetic field in astrophysical structures give rise to magnetic bremsstrahlung
called synchrotron radiation. In the monochromatic approximation of synchrotron power, the en-
ergy of an electron emitting at frequency ν is given by E ≃ 15
√
νGHz/BµG GeV (where νGHz is
the frequency in GHz and BµG is the magnetic field in µG). It follows that, assuming a magnetic
field of few µG (as typical for galaxies), emissions at radio frequencies are mostly generated by
electrons with energy around 1-10 GeV. Therefore, assuming a DM mass & 10 GeV, a sizable
DM-induced radio synchrotron emission is a general prediction of WIMP models (with, of course,
spectrum and absolute flux depending on the specific model).
2. Targets
We now investigate possible targets for detection of DM radio emission and see that in some
cases the benchmark ‘thermal’ annihilation rate (σav) = 3 ·10−26cm3s−1 can be already probed.
Galactic Center: Although the nucleus of our Galaxy is a very rich system, where a clean
disentanglement of a DM signal from astrophysical emissions is rather complicated, the Galactic
Center (GC) is one of the prime targets in WIMP indirect searches, given the large DM overdensity
predicted by N-body numerical simulations. Observations of Sgr A∗ are not consistent with a
DM interpretation and the GC inner-part allows to constrain DM masses below few tens of GeV
for a thermal annihilation cross section [2, 3]. Slightly larger scales (∼ 1◦) could set stronger
constraints [2] but dedicated observations would be in order. On the scale of galactic bulge, a
hint for a DM signal has been suggested [4] (the so called “WMAP Haze”), which however needs
further investigation, given sizable uncertainties related to relevant astrophysical components.
Galactic Halo: Mid-high latitudes can be a cleaner test since they involve propagation of
e+/e− far from the GC and galactic disc, and so magnetic field and transport parameters suffer of
smaller uncertainties. Searches have to be focused on low radio frequencies in the case of WIMP
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models inducing an e+/e− spectrum softer than the galactic cosmic-ray one, while at microwave
in the opposite scenario. No evidences, but interesting constraints have been derived for PAMELA
DM candidates (i.e., heavy and leptophilic WIMPs) [5]. Recently, it has been also shown that for
thermal annihilation rate and cuspy profiles, low-frequency galactic radio emission constrains DM
candidates with MDM . 10 GeV [6].
Extragalactic diffuse emission: The ARCADE 2 Collaboration has recently measured an
isotropic radio emission which is significantly brighter than the expected contributions from known
extra–galactic sources [7]. The simplest explanation of such excess involves a “new” population
of unresolved sources which become the most numerous at very low (observationally unreached)
brightness. In particular, the scenario which best fits is a population of numerous and faint syn-
chrotron sources generated by primary electrons with a hard spectrum and with no or very faint
correlated mechanisms at infrared and gamma–ray frequencies. In our current understanding of
structure clustering, any luminous source is embedded in a DM halo, and therefore extragalactic
DM halos can be seen as the most numerous source population. The flux induced by WIMP an-
nihilations/decays is predicted to be very faint. It is associated to primary electrons and positrons
generated as final state of annihilation/decay, and WIMP models with large annihilation/decay
branching ratios into leptons induce hard spectra of e+/e− with very faint gamma–ray counterpart
(and, of course, no straightforward thermal emission). In Ref. [8], the observed excess is investi-
gated in terms of synchrotron radiation induced by WIMP annihilations or decays in extragalactic
halos, concluding that, intriguingly, for light–mass WIMPs with thermal annihilation cross-section,
the level of expected radio emission matches the ARCADE observations, as shown in Fig. 1. Fur-
ther tests with next generation radio-telescopes on extragalactic number counts (see Fig. 1) and
small-scale anisotropies [9] can provide new informations for addressing such hint.
Extragalactic objects: A non-thermal emission with a spherical morphology correlated with
the DM halo profile inferred from kinematic measurements in the external part of extragalactic
objects can be a strong evidence for WIMP induced emission. Most promising targets are dwarf
spheroidal galaxies and clusters of galaxies (see, e.g., [10]). Dwarf spheroidal galaxies are an
ideal target since they are the most DM dominated objects discovered in the local Universe, and
they are also the faintest and most metal-poor stellar systems known (which implies a very low
expected background from the baryonic component). The first dedicated radio campaign has been
recently completed [11] with the observation of six nearby dwarf spheroidal galaxies with the
ATCA telescope array [12]. Data analysis is in progress.
3. Conlcusion
In order to isolate a non-gravitational DM contribution from astrophysical background, large
sensitivities and angular resolutions are essential. In particular, clear evidences may arise by ob-
serving the outer part of galaxies (along the same line pursued for gravitational search of DM in
rotation curves). For this purpose radio astronomy is a superior tool among indirect DM searches
through non-thermal diffuse-emission channels. Therefore, although probably radio signals won’t
be the last word on the DM nature (given large uncertainties associated to the e+−e− transport and
magnetic fields, which mine the possibility of tracing back to DM microscopic properties), they
could be one of the first evidences of non-gravitational DM interactions.
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Figure 1: Left: Extragalactic radio background as derived by ARCADE [7], together with three possible
interpretations of the low–frequency (< 10 GHz) excess in terms of WIMP annihilations (blue, green, and
orange curves, see Ref. [8] for details). The astrophysical source contribution estimated from number counts
(red line), the CMB contribution (black–dotted line), and a best–fit power–law of the excess (black–dashed
line) are also reported. Right: Differential number counts for AGNs (dashed line), star–forming galaxies
(dotted line), and the same 10 GeV benchmark DM model (solid lines) shown in left panel. For DM, we
consider a case such that all substructures are resolved, and an opposite case where all substructures are
unresolved. Plots are from Ref. [8].
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